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Abstract. Knowledge mining based on ship instances information has an impor-
tant support role for ship design. In order to obtain easy to use knowledge from ship
design instances composed of natural language text, this paper proposes an empir-
ical case knowledge mining method for ship design domain. The method uses nat-
ural language processing techniques to structure the empirical instances according
to the characteristics of the ship design domain and the structural characteristics
of the empirical instances; and then combines knowledge clustering and variable
precision rough set theory to obtain ship design rules from the instances. The
experimental analysis of the data set provided by shipyards shows the feasibility
and effectiveness of this method to obtain ship design knowledge rules.
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1 Introduction

Ship design is a knowledge-intensive job that requires close collaboration among design-
ers with multidisciplinary backgrounds in structure, materials, mechanics, electronics,
etc. Designers can only grasp the most basic design knowledge through design manuals
and codes specified by classification societies, and struggle to cope with the complex
design issues that arise in specific situations. Therefore, it is important to investigate
knowledge mining methods for ship design to extract knowledge from past cases and
assist designers to complete design tasks with specific requirements to improve the
design effectiveness of shipyards.

Knowledge mining is an important step in the domain of knowledge management, a
non-trivial process of identifying valid knowledge from data. In recent years, knowledge
mining has also been gradually reused in the field of ship design and widely applied to
the design stages of ship structure design [1], ship equipment design [2], ship energy
system design [3], ship cabin layout [4], etc. The literature [2, 5] and [6] cite structured
numerical data from tables, which aremore normative and often can only obtain decision
rules within specific values, and lack the adaptability to specific scenarios. The literature
[7] and [8] cite unstructured textual data derived from design cases to obtain generative
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rules and knowledge triples, respectively, which are more useful to assist designers in
making decisions about design tasks than triples that only represent relationships. In
existing research, knowledge mining still focuses on explicit knowledge mining, and
automatic mining of tacit knowledge of designed empirical instances is not perfect.
Combining the strengths and weaknesses of the aforementioned literature, in this paper,
we propose an unstructured text-based empirical instance knowledgeminingmethod that
uses deep learning-based natural language processing techniques to unify the structured
representations of Chinese empirical instance text infographics and extract ship design
rules that can be easily applied. Knowledge mining method for empirical instances.

2 Knowledge Mining Methods for Empirical Instances

2.1 Structured Framework and Normalized Representation

Experience instance knowledge structuring is the process of instance knowledge sym-
bolization, which is the basis of instance knowledge management and specification of
research objects. Considering the key features required to generate empirical instances
in the process of ship design problem solving, a three-level multivariate group instance
knowledge structuring framework is established, as showed in Fig. 1.

In order to filter out meaningless information in the text and achieve complete uni-
fication of the structure, a normalized representation of nine fine-grained elemental
information is required. The use of Backus-Naur Form (BNF) to describe empirical
instance knowledge can effectively adapt to the complexity of ship terminology in the
following form.

Fig. 1. Structured framework for knowledge of three-level multivariate group instances
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Design Instance::=<Problem Requirement><Solution>{Knowledge Evaluation}
Problem Requirement::=<Design Goal>{Design Constraint}
Design Goal::=[<object>[attribute]]<action><object>[attribute]

Object::=<term>{term}
Attribute::=<name><type>[value][unit]
 Action::=optimize |implement |increase |decrease |avoid
 Name::=legal character
 Type::=literal |value |Boolean |fuzzy 

Design Constraint::=<object>[attribute][<logical-relationship><object>[attrib-
ute]][<action><object>[attribute]]

Logical Relation::= equals |not equal |includes |does not include |is less than |is 
greater than

Solution::={Design Principle}<Design Step>{Design Taboo}
Design Principle::=<Name><Principle Content>

Principle content::=<url>[line number][column number]
Design Step::=<Design Goal>{Design Goal}
Design Taboo::=<Design Step>{ Undesirable result}

Undesirable result::=<object><property>
Knowledge Evaluation::=<evaluator><Evaluation Result
Evaluation Result::=strongly positive |weakly positive |neutral |weakly negative 

|strongly negative

2.2 A Framework for Knowledge Mining Methods Based on Deep Learning
Algorithms

The knowledge mining method in this paper includes three parts: semantic role iden-
tification of instance fragments, knowledge attribute-value relationship extraction and
knowledge clustering and rule mining, as shown in Fig. 2.

2.3 Specific Process

A. Semantic role recognition of instance fragments
In Chinese instances, text data is often not easily recognized by computers as important
information due to the lack of formatting constraints. We preprocess the ship design
data to obtain a perceptual ensemble of instances in terms of posts. These sentences
are then classified by the deep neural network model Ernie and matched with the cor-
responding elements of the structured representation framework to achieve a uniform
semi-structuring of the unordered text.

B. Knowledge attribute-value relationship extraction
Attribute-value extraction is mainly divided into two parts: attribute entity extraction
and relationship extraction. We define fine-grained entity types and relationship cate-
gories applicable to ship design, and use Ernie model-based named entity identification
techniques and relationship extraction techniques to achieve a normalized representation
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Fig. 2. Knowledge mining framework

of structured empirical instance knowledge. In this paper, seven categories of attribute
entities are defined based on the terminology vocabulary of ship design, and two major
categories of relationships are defined using knowledge triads considering the correla-
tion between attribute entities. The annotation methods of entity attribute category and
entity relationship category are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

C. Knowledge clustering and rule mining
The instance knowledge is clustered by using semantic relevance calculation based on
subject keywords, and then the rule mining of the clustered instance knowledge is per-
formed by using the variable precision rough set algorithm, and a measurement index

Table 1. Types of entity property annotation in the field of ship design

Classification Description Example

Object Deck, ship’s side

Property Length, Area

Value 200, 15

Unit m, m2

Action Calibrate, enhance

Relation Greater than, equal to

Reference Steel Code, Part 4, CCS Marine Code 2.3.5.5
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Table 2. Types of relationships in the knowledge triad

Type 1 <Entity1, Relationship, Entity2>

Entity 1 Object, Value + Object

Relationship Action, Relation, Value + Action…

Entity 2 Object, Property, Reference…

Example <Deck, Replacement, Board>, <Cover, Not less than, Base plate>

Type 2 <Entity, Attribute, Attribute Value>

Entity 1 Object, Value + Object

Attribute Property, Action + Property…

Attribute Value Value, Value + Unit, Relation + Value…

Example <Ballast tube, outside diameter, 50 mm>

is introduced to evaluate the effectiveness of the mining rules. Considering the com-
plexity of empirical case text elements and the diversity of attributes, the simplification
of redundant attributes can effectively improve the reliability of mining rules. In this
paper, we use the rough set method to refine the set of case knowledge attributes from
same-topic cases to obtain several decision rules, which are represented by a generative
system of IF-THEN. The expression is as follows.

IF condition holds THEN conclusion holds

3 Experiment and Analysis

3.1 Data Source

The empirical instance text data mainly comes from Chinese discussion posts in an
internal forum of a large shipbuilding company in Shanghai. The data set includes
310 posts on shipbuilding repair, marine engineering technology, and ship software
technology.

3.2 Experience Instance Structured

The dataset is imported into the trained ERNIEmodel for text classification and attribute-
value relationship extraction respectively. In this section, the version of the pre-trained
model used is ERNIE-1.0 Chinese, and the word vector is set to 768 dimensions. The
semi-structured and structured empirical examples can be obtained in this way in turn,
as in Fig. 3 and 4.

The transition to semi-structured posts in Fig. 3 shows that our approach effectively
classifies individual sentences according to the structured framework and removes irrel-
evant sentences. Figure 4 shows that the structured instances formed after attribute-value
relation extraction retain only the most core entity words in the statement. The experi-
ments in this chapter demonstrate that our approach can effectively transform everyday
textual data in the ship design domain into efficient structured empirical instances for
subsequent processing.
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Fig. 3. A role recognition example

Fig. 4. Structured empirical instance

3.3 Rules Mining

In this section, we take the problem of “whether the pipe is galvanized” as an example,
and get a total of 13 relevant examples by clustering, and extract the attribute entities
from the examples to get a total of 8 conditional attributes such as common pipe and
pipe diameter, and the decision attribute is whether the pipe is galvanized. The set of
rough sets is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Rough set of “whether the pipe is galvanized”

To obtain accurate and error-free empirical rules, we introduce two indicators of
confidence (CF) and coverage (CV), and set criteria from a systematic and objective
perspective: CF(A → B) ≥ 0.85, CV(A → B) ≥ 0.3

Finally, two valid knowledge rules are obtained.

– IF pipe material = “grey cast iron pipe” AND installation location = “other” THEN
galvanized

– IF pipe = “stainless steel pipe” THEN not galvanized

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an empirical instance knowledge mining method applicable
to the ship design field to transform unstructured text into usable knowledge rules in
response to the problems of low utilization of text-based instances and complex design
language structure in the ship design field. Through the experiments in the self-built
ship design dataset, the feasibility of the method and the correctness of the obtained
knowledge are proved, which can effectively serve the downstream ship design activities
such as recommendation and retrieval, and improve the intelligent design of shipyards.
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